
Software Architecture and Calculi

Problem 1
18 March 2021 - 1 April 2021

Please provide a complete, individual answer and quote suitably any reference (paper, book,
software) used.

1. Make yourself familiar with MCRL2 (read the documentation and try examples). Write
a short note (maximum 3 pages) explaining carefully, for the layman, with a running ex-
ample, how the tool can be used. Extra bonus to answers not relying in (non modified)
examples available from the tool documentation.

2. Consider the following description of a two-position buffer with acknowledgements. Note
the process is built from copies of a 1-position buffer also with acknowledgements: it
acknowledges in r the reception of a message and waits in t the confirmation that a message
sent was arrived to its destination.

Bs =̂ (B(in,mo,mi, r) | B(mo, out, t,mi))\{mo,mi}

B(in, out, t, r) =̂ in.out.t.r.B

Use MCRL2 to help answering the following questions.

(a) Check whether the behaviour of Bs is the intended one (drawing, for this purpose,
the corresponding transition graph)

(b) Find a solution to the problem detected (if any) and draw the corresponding transition
graph.

(c) Explain how the specification given (or your new solution) can be adapted to describe
buffers with an arbitrary, but fixed number of positions.

(d) Formulate safety and liveness properties that process Bs may verify and use MCRL22
to check them.
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3. Consider the following labelled transition systems.
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Exercise 3*
Consider the following labelled transition system.
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It it true that s �∼ t, s �∼ v and t �∼ v. Find a distinguishing formula of Hennessy-Milner logic for the pairs

• s and t

• s and v

• t and v.

Exercise 4*
For each of the following CCS expressions decide whether they are strongly bisimilar and if no, find a
distinguishing formula in Hennessy-Milner logic.

• b.a.Nil + b.Nil and b.(a.Nil + b.Nil)

• a.(b.c.Nil + b.d.Nil) and a.b.c.Nil + a.b.d.Nil

• a.Nil | b.Nil and a.b.Nil + b.a.Nil

• (a.Nil | b.Nil) + c.a.Nil and a.Nil | (b.Nil + c.Nil)

Home exercise: verify your claims in CWB (use the strongeq and checkprop commands) and check
whether you found the shortest distinguishing formula (use the dfstrong command).

Exercise 5 (optional)
Prove that for every Hennessy-Milner formula F and every state p ∈ Proc:

p |= F if and only if p ∈ [[F ]].

Hint: use structural induction on the structure of the formula F .
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(a) Show that states s, t and v are not bisimilar and determine the modal properties which
distinguish between them.

(b) Use MCRL2 to verify your answer to the previous question.
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